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African Wild Dog (Lycaon Pictus)

"Lycaon pictus" is the scientific name for the African 

Wild Dog and is taken from the Greek word for "wolf" 

and the Latin word for "painted" and they are 

sometimes called the Painted Hunting Dog.

 

The African wild dog lives and hunts in large packs. 

Like most members of the dog family, it is a cursorial 

hunter, meaning that it pursues its prey in a long, open 

chase. Members of a pack vocalize to help coordinate 

their movements while hunting. The sound they make 

is an unusual chirping or squeaking sound, similar to 

that of a bird.

The African Wild Dog is the second most endangered 

predator in Africa and Namibia's free-ranging 

population is at a critically low level of between 

approximately 300 and 600 animals.

A critical point has been reached where the Wild Dog 

species in Namibia may face extinction. 

Find the 12 wildlife below hiding in the let ters above

WILD CAT

HYENA

PYTHON

ZEBRA

BABOON

WILD DOG

SQUIRREL

LEOPARD

DOVE

JACKAL

RHINO

KUDU

DID YOU KNOW?
The World Wide Fund for Nature is an international

non-governmental organization working on issues

regarding the conservation, research and

restoration of the environment.

This wildlife information and activity

page is proudly brought to you by
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Dear Kids, dear Parents,

Help us save the rhino! Join Isabel, Lloyd and Raphaela on 
an amazing 10 000km rhino awareness and survey campaign 
around Southern Africa. Read more on pages 4 & 5 and 16 
& 17.

We will also tell you more about the yellow ribbon for dogs! 
Now you can signal to others from a distance that your 
dog needs some space, giving other owners and the public 
time to maintain some space (it works internationally).

Read more about Penta! The final chapter on "Super 
Mom's" life in captivity has come to an end. We wish her 
luck!!

Your PAKO Team!
(in collaboration with Namibia Animal Awareness, the 
SPCA and Border Collie Rescue Namibia).

13
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Five Rhino Species:

White Rhino:
White Rhinos are divided into two 
distinct subspecies: The Northern 
White Rhino and the Southern White 
Rhino. There are about 20.600 of 
the Southern White Rhino and only 
seven individuals of the Northern 
White Rhino. The White Rhino is 
actually not white in colour. The 
White Rhino is grey, but it often looks 
brown after wallowing in mud. The 
White Rhino is the second largest 
species of land mammals after the 
elephant. White Rhinos can live up 
to 50 years and run 30 mph for short 
distances if necessary.

Black Rhino:
In 1970 there were about 65.000 
Black Rhinos in Africa. Due to 
poaching the population declined to 
currently 4860. About 2300 of them 
live in the wild. The Black Rhino, 
also known as the hook-lipped Rhino 
can be identified easily by looking at 
its snout, because it has a relatively 
narrow snout with a prehensile lip. The Black Rhino is 
not really black in colour. The skin is usually a shade 
of brown.

Help us 
save the
RHINO

Help us 
save the 
RHINO !

Statistics:

Rhino poached 
in:
2000 7

2001   6

2002   25

2003   22

2004   10

2005   13

2006   24

2007   13

2008   83

2009   122

2010   333

2011   448

2012   668

2013 until  now 432

(Earth Organization 2013, Rhino 
Project KZN 2011)

Indian /  Greater One-horned 
Rhino:

Due to conservation efforts, the 
number of the Indian, also known 
as the Greater One-horned Rhino, 
increased from less than 200 in the 
early 20th century to currently about 
3.000 rhinos. The Indian Rhino has 
only one horn and a greyish coloured  
skin. They are strong swimmers and 
may spend 60% of their day in the 
water. They can live up to 45 years in 
the wild and are of the same size as 
the White Rhino.

Sumatran Rhino:
The number of Sumatran Rhino has 
decreased over the last 15 years by 
about 50%. The Sumatran Rhino has 
two horns. The front horn is 25 to 77 
cm long, while the second horn is 
quite small (about 8 cm). The special 
feature of the Sumatran Rhino is the 
reddish, brown hair.

Javan Rhino:
There is only one known location 
where the Javan Rhino lives. Less 

than 50  individuals are left. Because of the efforts of 
IRF-funded conservation there has been no poaching 
for the last seven years on Javan Rhino. The Javan 

Help us 
save the 
RHINO !
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www.earthawareness.co.za
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Rhino has only one horn which is about 25 cm long. 
Due to its grey mosaic patterned skin, the Javan 
Rhino has kind of a prehistoric appearance.
(Saving the Rhino 2013

  Population numbers  
 of the Rhino:

• Javan  Rhino:   fewer than 50
• Vietnamese Javan Rhino:  Extinct (2010
• Sumatran Rhino:   fewer than 200
• Borneo Rhino:    perhaps 30
• Greater One-horned Rhino:  2.949
• Black Rhino:    4.680
• Southern White Rhino:   20.600
• Northern White Rhino:   7 individuals

(Saving the Rhino 2013)
By: Earth Awareness (South Africa)

    Two good reasons
      to save rhinos:

 1. Rhinos have been around    
       for 50 million years!

 2. Rhinos attract visitors and tourists!        
       (the rhino is worth more alive!)
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Scientific analysis has proven that 
rhino horn has NO USEFUL MEDICINAL 
EFFECT on people. Rhino horns only 
consist of keratin!
Rhino horn is NOT a remedy for fever, 
pain, arthritis, cancer or any other 
medical condition.
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What 
is an 

optical

Illusions trick us into perceiving something differently 
than it actually is. An illusion is a distortion of the 
senses. Illusions may occur with any of the human 
senses, but visual illusions (optical illusions), are the 
most well- known and understood.

Optical illusions can use colour, light and patterns to 
create images that can be deceptive or misleading 
to our brains. The information gathered by the eye is 
processed by the brain, creating a perception that in 
reality does not match the true image. 

Perception refers to the interpretation of what we take 
in through our eyes. Optical illusions occur because 
our brain is trying to interpret what we see and make 
sense of the world around us. Optical illusions simply 
trick our brains into seeing things which may or may 
not be real.

Try out some of these illusions and discover just how 
tricky it can be for your brain to accurately interpret the 
images from your eyes.

Are the horizontal lines sloping or straight?

The white illusion shows that we can perceive 
brightness differently depending on the context. The 
grey rectangles are of equal brightness but they 
appear brighter on the left hand side of the image than 
they do on the right hand side because of where they 
are placed.

Answer: All of the lines are straight.
The black and white blocks are not aligned and thus 
fool your brain into thinking that the lines are sloping.

Count all the black dots you can see.

Answer: There are no black dots.

If you focus directly on each dot, you'll see that all of 
them are white.

         6 PAKO Magazine       
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1. A dog wagging its tail lets 
      us know that it is friendly and happy. 
 True / False

2. Dogs see in black and white.
 True / False

3. Pit Bulls do not have locking jaws.
 True / False

4. If a person believes a dog is going to attack, they 
should make a strong aggressive eye contact with 
the dog as a display of dominance.

 True / False

5. Grapes and raisins can be dangerous for dogs.
 True / False

6. A dog was the first animal in orbit.
 True / False

1. False: A wagging tail is often the sign of a happy and friendly dog, but certainly not always. Dogs use all 
sorts of body language to indicate mood, some quite complicated. For many dogs a slow wagging of the tail 
is in fact a sign of aggression or at least of uneasiness in that particular environment.

2. False: While dogs cannot distinguish between colours like red and green, they are capable of seeing some 
colour. What they lack in variety, canines more than make up for with depth and width. Dogs, like many 
predators, have excellent night vision and could pick out an object in the dark that humans would easily 
miss. They can also see across a broad field. There a human is capable of 180 degrees, many sight hounds 
can scan up 270 degrees.

3. True: Pit bulls are powerful dogs, and when they bite, people know it, but their locking jaw is nothing more 
than a myth.

4. False: Although dog attacks are not entirely predictable, some behaviour is best avoided around dogs. In 
dog communication, eye contact is usually a sign of aggression, especially when on the same level, as is 
true with children. Other behaviour to avoid is pulling away a dog’s food, surprising a sleeping dog, invading 
a dog’s territory, or even approaching an unfamiliar dog.

5. True: Although it is not exactly clear why, grapes and raisins can be harmful to dogs.

6. True:  Laika rode Sputnik 2 into history on November 3, 1957. The mutt had been found wandering the 
streets of Moscow and brought in for training. Two other dogs also trained for the mission, but it was Laika 
who became the first living creature to enter outer space.

Questions

Answers

Dog Myths 
True or 
False Quiz

Dog Myths 
True or 
False Quiz
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Find the answers on page 18

Cut out the domino blocks and help Pako to put them in the correct order.

Save The Rhino Domino Puzzle
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Find the answers on page 18

PAKO needs your help to complete the calculations below. He already filled 
in three of numbers. Can you help with the rest??
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The final chapter on “Super 
Mom’s” life in captivity has come 
to an end.  The cubs have grown 
so much in the past 5 months that 
they look twice their size.  If you 
remember, they should now be 
about 9 months old and their time 
for mom to teach them to hunt is 
long overdue.  So, we bet they 
cannot wait to get their first 
chase underway!  You see, 
the plan to send her to 
Damaraland or any other 
wildlife area which shares 
space with domestic 
animals such as goats and 
sheep will be dangerous 
for her and her cubs.  
We all know that 2013 is 
one of those ‘normal’ dry 
years in Namibia, which 
means that all the game 
in the area meant for her and her 
cubs will be moving off to better 
grazing.  That is exactly where all 
the farmers’ sheep and goats will 
be.  Being a hunter that will always 
choose the easiest prey, this will 
get her into trouble with the people 
trying very hard to keep their own 
animals alive.  What is worse.... if 
Penta teaches her cubs that goats 
and sheep are the easiest food, 
they will all be trapped and killed.  

PENTA, THE 
SUPER MOM's 

FINAL CHAPTER
So, Okonjima’s Nature 
Reserve remains at 
this time the only 
safe area for our 
Super Mom and 
her cubs.  Now that 
she has her brand 
new VHF radio 
collar fitted, they 

have just recently been released 
into the Nature Reserve.  Our 
Park rangers will keep an eye on 
her every day to ensure that she 
catches enough food for her cubs 
and now FINALLY they will learn 
to hunt. 

We all know she will eventually 
do well as she comes from a 
similar environment.  But after 5 
months in a camp they will be a 
“little” unfit and would need some 

time to get back into shape!  If 
Penta battles in the beginning 
we will help her with a bit of food 
just to get them through.  As our 
experience has shown, she will 
be just fine in 4 – 5 weeks’ time.  
We reckon the 5 cubs will still stay 
with mom for another 1 ½ years, 
during which time they would have 
learned all the tricks of the trade.  
Once that is done the males will 
form groups called coalitions 
(they stick together).  When male 
Cheetahs stick together it helps 
them to defend their territories for 

longer and catch larger prey 
e.g. kudu, young oryx calves.  
The females will go separate 
ways.  Okonjima’s 20 000 ha 
Nature Reserve will have more 
than enough food for them, but 
there are also leopard, hyena 
and wild dog,  which are their 
enemies and they would need 
to learn to avoid them....I am 
sure they will do just fine!!    We 
are super excited to have seen 
Penta and cubs walk out from 
her camp into freedom.  GOOD 
LUCK, SUPER MOM and cubs 
with your new, FREE life.  You 
did not come this far for nothing.

www.africat.org
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Looking for a new, 
loving home:
 

Calinka (3 years 
old) very gentle and 
loves people.
 

Lucy and 
Jimmy (brother 
and sister / 1 
year old). Both 
were left behind 
by previous 
owner.

 
Mira is 9 months old 
and loves to play!

 

Many other cats are 
looking for a new 
home! 

Contact Cat Protection Society. Call Inger at 
0811279501 if you would like to view the cats / 
kittens.
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In 2009 
Lloyd and I did a 

journey with our horses 
around South Africa to 

raise awareness of African Horse 
Sickness. African Horse Sickness 
is a virus disease endemic to 
Africa and many horses die 
from it every year. This journey 
took 581 days and we covered 
7411km and whilst travelling 

and living alongside our horses, going at their pace, 
they had become the non judgmental barometers 
of our lives and changed us forever. The further we 
travelled the more aware we became of our horses 
and ourselves and the land we were riding through 
and we became deeper connected to everything. 
That is why we started our non-profit company Earth 
Awareness which is about creating awareness of 
self, others and the environment! 

When we returned to our horse trail business 
based on a reserve in the Eastern Cape in 2011, 
we were hit by a shocking and sad reality. The 11 
rhino that used to live on that reserve had been 
killed and this sparked deep anger, sadness and 
complete helplessness! It also sparked the wish to do 
something about it and after moving away from the 
Eastern Cape to the Natal Midlands, we by chance 
moved 10km away from rhino conservation icon Dr 
Ian Player. He saved the white Rhino from exctinction 
in the 60s and today with 86 years of age he is still 
fighting for their survival. Ian became our mentor and 
after many conversations between Lloyd and myself 
and him, the ‘Rhino Knights’ campaign under the 
banner of Earth Awareness was born. 

Rhino Knights is a campaign to create global 
awareness for the plight of the rhino and to conduct 
an anonymous survey. To create worldwide 
awareness we are connecting different sporting 
discplines and therefore I am running a half marathon 
(21km) and cycle between 80 – 100km every day 

Rhino 
Knights
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on the move for 10000km around Southern Africa 
(South Africa, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe and 
Mozambique). Horses are our passion and to bring 
horse riding into the campaign we get in touch with 
equestrian establishments, stables, safari operators 
to set up a riding day or join a safari with their horses. 
The anonymous survey questionnaire is asking 
conservation organizations, individuals, reserves, and 
environmental science students, what they believe 
are the problems with the poaching crisis and what 
possible solutions are? This has been a complete 
eye opener for all of us and the more questionnaires 
are being filled out, the more 
we realize the value of it. 
After the completion of the 
campaign we will evaluate this 
and get involved in active anti 
poaching measures.

Today every 11 hours a Rhino 
life is poached for its horn and 
at this current rate the children 
of today will not lay their eyes 
upon this species as adults. 
The demand for horn comes 
from Asian countries because 
it is believed that the horn has 
medicinal, healing properties 
and powers or it is used to make dagger handles for 
example. Sometimes I feel daunted by the sad and 
shocking state of the rhino crisis and wonder whether 
what we are doing is actually working.

We truly believe that children are the future of 
conservation and that is why we are visiting schools 
all along our route to hold a presentation to pupils. 
But almost every time after we have been to a school 
I am inspired and motivated to carry on. There is 
“light at the end of the tunnel” and it shines from 
within each of them. Lloyd and I are just two normal 
people trying to do something out of the ordinary 
and we hope to inspire the children to believe that 
they can do something and that their voices count. A 
united and loud voice through a virtual Facebook and 
Youtube Rhino Knights movement across the world 
will be heard, and is able to make demands to get 
governments to protect the rhino and other wildlife! 

We started in Durban on the 1st May and have 
reached Windhoek after 3500km on the road so far. 
Namibia is the second country we travel through 
and it is my first time in this country! Namibia is 
beautiful, wild, and very remote and typical for a semi 
desert, we were welcomed by mild, warm days full 
of sunshine and cold, rough nights. “Big sky country” 

springs to mind when marvelling at the seemingly 
endless views and space out there. From Windhoek 
we will travel to Swakopmund and then further North 
to Damaraland, Ethosa National Park and the Caprivi 
and Okavango River. 
We are carrying our message from there further 
throughout Southern Africa into Botswana, Zimbabwe 
and Mozambique and hopefully into the rest of the 
world! 

Please keep following us on our Facebook page or 
our Youtube Channel!
For more information visit our website 
www.earthawareness.co.za or 
email me on rhinoknights@gmail.com !
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Page 12

Winners

In the next issue we wi l l 
te l l  you more about the 

desert  l ions.

Activity Answers
Page 9

What’s happening?

As the air inside the balloon 
heats up, it starts to expand. The 
molecules begin to move faster 
and further apart from each other. 
This is what makes the balloon 
stretch. There is still the same 
amount of air inside the balloon 
and bottle, it has just expanded 
as it heats up.

Warm air therefore takes up more 
space than the same amount of cold air, it also weighs less 
than cold air occupying the same space. You might have 
seen this principle in action if you’ve flown in or watched a 
hot air balloon.

Warm air needs more room

As its temperature rises, air starts to act a little differently. 
Find out what happens to a balloon when the air inside it 
heats up with this fun science experiment for kids.

What you’ll need:
1. Empty bottle
2. Balloon
3. Pot of hot water (not boiling)

Instructions:

1. Stretch the balloon over the mouth of the empty bottle.
2. Put the bottle in the pot of hot water, let it stand for a 

few minutes and watch what happens.

Elves and feathered friends competition:

1. Simone Hoepfer (Irmis Kinderecke)
2. Jacobus Dandazo (J.G. van der Wath School)
3. Maija Riruako (J.G. van der Wath School)
4. Ragene Thanises (J.G. van der Wath School)
5. Felix Lersch (Delta School Windhoek)
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You can afford to give your children the education you’ve been dreaming 
of. With Bank Windhoek’s wide range of savings and investment 
solutions, we can help you to achieve your financial goals. Whatever you 
may see in your future, contact us today on (061) 299 1705 or visit your 
nearest branch to see how, together we do better. Terms & Conditions apply

Imagine your future
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